Coded distributed computing (CDC) introduced by Li et al. in 2015 offers an efficient approach to trade computing power to reduce the communication load in general distributed computing frameworks such as MapReduce. For the more general cascaded CDC, Map computations are repeated at r nodes to significantly reduce the communication load among nodes tasked with computing Q Reduce functions s times. While an achievable cascaded CDC scheme was proposed, it only operates on homogeneous networks, where the storage, computation load and communication load of each computing node is the same. In this paper, we address this limitation by proposing a novel combinatorial design which operates on heterogeneous networks where nodes have varying storage and computing capabilities. We provide an analytical characterization of the computationcommunication trade-off and show that it is optimal within a constant factor and could outperform the state-of-the-art homogeneous schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coded distributed computing (CDC), introduced in [1] , offers an efficient approach to reduce the communication load in CDC networks such as MapReduce [2] . In this type of distributed computing network, in order to compute the output functions, the computation is decomposed into "Map" and "Reduce" phases. First, each computing node computes intermediate values using local input data files according to the designed Map functions. Then, computed intermediate values are exchanged among computing nodes and nodes use these intermediate values as input to the designed Reduce functions to compute output functions. The operation of exchanging intermediate values is called "data shuffling" and occurs during the "Shuffle" phase. This severely limits the performance of distributed computing applications due to the very high transmitted traffic load [1] .
In [1] , by formulating and characterizing a fundamental tradeoff between "computation load" in the Map phase and "communication load" in the Shuffle phase, Li et al. demonstrated that these two quantities are inversely proportional to each other. This means that if each intermediate value is computed at r carefully chosen nodes, then the communication load in the Shuffle phase can be reduced by a factor of r. CDC achieves this multiplicative gain in the Shuffle phase by leveraging coding opportunities created in the Map phase and strategically placing the input files among the computing nodes. This idea was expanded on in [3] , [4] where new CDC schemes were developed. However, a current limitation of these schemes is that they can only accommodate homogeneous computing networks. That is, the computing nodes have the same storage, computing and communication capabilities.
Understanding the performance potential and finding achievable designs for heterogeneous networks remains an open problem. The authors in [5] derived a lower bound for the communication load for a CDC network where nodes have varying storage or computing capabilities. The proposed achievable scheme achieves the information-theoretical optimality of the minimum communication load for a system of 3 nodes. The authors also demonstrated that the parameters of a heterogeneous CDC network can be translated into an optimization problem to find an efficient Map and Shuffle phase design. In [6] , the authors studied CDC networks with 2 and 3 computing nodes where nodes have varying communication load constraints to find a lower bound on the minimum computation load.
In this paper, we focus on a specific type of CDC, called cascaded CDC, where Reduce functions are computed at multiple nodes as opposed to just one node. According to our knowledge, other than [1] and [4] , the research efforts in CDC, including the aforementioned works, have focused on the case where each Reduce function is computed at exactly one node. However, in practice, it is often desired to compute each Reduce function multiple times. This allows for consecutive Map Reduce procedures as the Reduce function outputs can act as the input files for the next Map Reduce procedure [7] . [1] proposed a cascaded CDC scheme to trade computing load for communication load. However, the achievable scheme only applies to homogeneous networks.
Contributions: In this paper, we propose a novel combinatorial design for cascaded CDC on heterogeneous networks where nodes have varying storage and computing capabilities. Meanwhile, the resulting computation-communication tradeoff achieves the optimal trade-off within a constant factor for some system parameters. Furthermore, compared to [1] , our proposed design could achieve a better performance in terms of communication load while fixing other system parameters. It also greatly reduces the need for performing random linear combinations over intermediate values and hence, reduces the complexity of encoding and decoding in the Shuffle phase. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to explore heterogeneous cascaded CDC networks where Reduce functions are computed at multiple nodes. It offers the first general design architecture for heterogeneous CDC networks with a large number of computing nodes.
II. NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
The network model is adopted from [1] . We consider a distributed computing network where a set of K nodes, labeled as {1, . . . , K}, have the goal of computing Q output functions and computing each function requires access to all N input files. The input files, {w 1 , . . . , w N }, are assumed to be of equal size of B bits each. The set of Q output functions is denoted by {φ 1 , . . . φ Q }. Each node k ∈ {1, . . . , K} is assigned to compute a subset of output functions, denoted by
Alternatively, an output function can be computed using "Map" and "Reduce" functions such that [1] where a Reduce function is assigned to any s ∈ {1, · · · , K}, we will use a different function assignment based on a combinatorial design.
This distributed computing network design yields two important performance parameters: the computation load, r, 
III. A 2-DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLE
We will illustrate the proposed design approach using an example, where we consider K = 10 nodes, from which nodes {1, 2, 3, 4} have access to 6 24 The intermediate values are classified by the number of nodes that request them in the Shuffle phase. Here we use "request" to describe an intermediate value that a node needs to compute its assigned Reduce function, but cannot locally compute the intermediate value. In this example, intermediate values are requested by 0, 1 or 2 nodes. For example, nodes 2 and 8 are both assigned Reduce function 10, which requires v 10,10 . However, nodes 2 and 8 have access to file w 10 and can locally compute v 10,10 . Therefore, it is unnecessary to shuffle v 10,10 since no nodes request it. Reduce function 10 also requires v 10,7 which node 2 can compute locally, but node 8 cannot. Because of this, v 10,7 is only requested by 1 node. Finally, v 10,2 is an example of an intermediate value requested by 2 nodes, since neither node 2 nor 8 has access to file w 2 .
The , v 2,7 , v 7,2 } is requested by 2 nodes in S and locally computed at the other 2 nodes of S. Each intermediate value is split into 3 non-overlapping packets and each node of S transmits 2 linear combinations of its available packets. Hence, each node receives from the other 3 nodes in S a total of 6 linear combinations to solve for the 6 unknown packets. This process is repeated for all possible choices of S. In the second round, we consider 6 2 · 4 2 = 90 node groups that each performs 4 · 2 = 8 transmissions of size T 3 bits. By counting all the transmitted bits over both rounds and normalizing by QN T , we find that L = 96+90·8/3 24·24 = 7 12 . IV. GENERAL ACHIEVABLE SCHEME In this section, we describe the general scheme to design a distributed computing network of K nodes which collectively compute Q functions s times. Nodes are split into s disjoint sets denoted by 
V. A 3-DIMENSIONAL (CUBOID) EXAMPLE
To illustrate the general scheme described in Section IV, we consider an example with K = 8 computing nodes where nodes {1, 2, 3, 4} have double the memory and computation power compared to nodes {5, 6, 7, 8}. There are X = 16 sets of files and functions where each file set contains just 1 file (η 1 = 1) and each function set contains 1 function (η 2 = 1) and N = Q = 16. Files and functions are assigned to nodes represented by planes of a 3-dimensional lattice grid as shown in Fig. 2 . The nodes are split into 3 groups: K 1 = {1, 2}, K 2 = {3, 4} and K 3 = {5, 6, 7, 8}, where nodes in each group are aligned along one dimension of the lattice. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 2 , we define a node set T i to contain nodes whose file and function assignments, represented by a set of planes, intersect at lattice point i. The nodes of T i have the file w i locally available to them and are assigned Reduce function i. In the Map phase, every node computes every intermediate value for each locally available file.
Next, we consider the Shuffle phase. We adopt method A for the first two rounds and method B for the last round. In round 1 Note that node 1 is the only node that requests v 7,8 and node 2 is the only node that requests v 8, 7 . Hence, either node 3 or 8 from Y can transmit v 7,8 ⊕ v 8,7 to nodes 1 and 2 in S. Note that the intermediate values requested by a single node are transmitted in coded pairs. We continue this process by considering all possible choices of S, S , Y. In the first round, there are 2 · 2 · 4 2 + 2 · 4 · 2 2 + 2 · 4 · 2 2 = 40 transmissions, and each of size T bits.
Next, we consider round 2 (γ = 2) involving groups of 4 nodes where 2 are from K i and 2 are from K j , i = j. For instance, let S = {3, 4, 6, 8}. If we let S = {3, 6}, and Y = {1}, we have S ∪ Y = {3, 6, 1} = T 3 , and (S \ S ) ∪ Y = {4, 8, 1} = T 15 . Thus, node 1 from Y will transmit v 3,15 ⊕ v 15,3 to S. Note that intermediate values requested by 2 nodes are also transmitted in coded pairs. In the second round, by considering all possible choices of S, S , Y, we see that there are 2 · 2 · 2 2 · 4 2 + 2 · 2 · 2 2 · 4 2 + 2 · 4 · 2 2 · 2 2 = 56 transmissions, and each of size T bits.
Finally, we consider round 3 (γ = 3) involving groups of 6 nodes that contain 2 nodes from each set K 1 , K 2 and K 3 . For instance, consider S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. If we choose S = {1, 3, 5} = T 1 , then we have S \ S = {2, 4, 6} = T 12 . We observe that v 1,12 is requested by three nodes in S and is computed by all three nodes in S\S . Similarly, by considering other choices of S ⊂ S, we identify 8 intermediate values which are requested by 3 nodes of S and locally computed at the 3 other nodes of S. These are: v 1,12 , v 12,1 , v 3,10 , v 10,3 , v 4,9 , v 9,4 and v 2,11 , v 11,2 . Each intermediate value is then split into 2γ − 1 = 2 · 3 − 1 = 5 equal size packets and each node of S transmits 2 γ−1 = 2 2 = 4 linear combinations of its locally available packets. Each node collectively receives 4 · 5 = 20 linear combinations from the other 5 nodes in S which are sufficient to solve for the requested 4 intermediate values or 20 unknown packets. In the third round, we consider 4 2 · 2 2 · 2 2 = 6 node groups that each performs 6 · 4 = 24 transmissions. Each transmission has a size of T 5 bits. This results in a total of 6 · 6 · 4 5 = 28.8 normalized transmissions, each of size T , for round 3. By counting all the transmitted bits in three rounds and normalizing by QN T , we find L = 40+56+28.8 256 = 0.4875.
VI. ACHIEVABLE COMPUTATION AND COMMUNICATION LOAD
The following theorem characterizes the computation and communication load for the heterogeneous design.
Theorem 1: Let K, Q, N, s be the number of nodes, number of functions, number of files, and number of nodes which compute each function, respectively. For some x 1 , . . . ,
x i , s ≥ 2, N = η 1 X and Q = η 2 X, the following computation and communication load pair is achievable:
where [s] = {1, . . . , s}. Theorem 1 is proved in Appendix A.
Given the file and function assignment of our scheme, the optimality of L c is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 2: Given the function and file assignment defined by the cascaded CDC design in Section IV, let L * c (r c , s) be the optimal communication load over all achievable Shuffle schemes; L c (r c , s) is given in (7) and r c is given in (6) , then
Theorem 2 is proved in [8] .
VII. SIMULATIONS
We perform a simulation to compare the new heterogeneous network design to the homogeneous designs, either of [1] or of our previously proposed combinatorial design in [4] . We focus on the storage and computation capabilities of nodes in a network, where some nodes have more storage than other nodes such that they can also compute more intermediate values of all output functions. For comparison, we fix r = s = 3 across all 3 schemes so that the cumulative computing and storage resources and number of reduce computations are the same. 1 We vary K, and for each value of K, we keep N and Q constant across the schemes. 2 of the nodes. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3 , where L c (3) (homo) and L 1 (3, 3) (homo) refer to the homogeneous schemes in [1] and [4] , respectively, and L c (het) refers to the proposed heterogeneous scheme. Interestingly, the communication load of the new heterogeneous design is lower than those of the state-of-the-art homogeneous designs, possibly due to the advantage of having a set of nodes with a greater number of locally available files and assigned functions than other nodes. In this way, less shuffling is required to satisfy the requests of these nodes. An extreme case of this can be observed when a subset of nodes each has local access to all files and collectively compute all functions. In this case, the communication load is 0.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we proposed a novel combinatorial design for heterogeneous cascaded CDC networks where nodes have varying storage and computing capabilities. The proposed architecture allows reduce functions to be computed at multiple nodes, and hence is amicable for practical implementations of MapReduce systems. An analytical characterization of the computation-communication trade-off shows that the proposed design is optimal within a constant factor and could outperform the state-of-the-art homogeneous schemes. This work reveals that it is advantageous to explore heterogeneous CDC systems due to reduced communication load that comes with nodes with larger memory and computing power.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Every file is assigned to s nodes and every node computes all intermediate values from its locally available files. Therefore, a total of sN Q intermediate values are calculated. After normalizing by QN , we obtain that r c = s.
The communication load can be calculated by considering all s rounds of the Shuffle phase. In the γ-th round, we consider a set S of 2γ nodes where there are 2 nodes from K i for all i ∈ A ⊆ {1, . . . s} such that |A| = γ. Given A and S we identify all node sets Y which contain s − γ nodes, 1 node from each set K i for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s} \ A. Given A, there are i∈A xi 2 possibilities for a group S, and i∈[s]\A x i possibilities for Y. Furthermore, there are 2 γ possibilities for a subset S ⊂ S such that |S | = γ and all nodes of S share a common request because S must contain 1 node from each set K i for all i ∈ A in order for these nodes to share a common request. Therefore, there are Finally, in the s-th round, we consider all possible groups of 2s nodes, S, such that |S ∩ K i | = 2 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s}. There are s i=1 xi 2 possibilities for a group S. Furthermore, given S, there are 2 s possibilities for a group S ⊂ S such that |S ∩ K i | = 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s}. We see that S = T and {S \ S } = T α for some and α. Therefore, |V S\S S | = |B | · |D α | = η 1 η 2 . Each node of S transmits 2 s−1 linear combinations of size η1η2T 2s−1 bits and the total number of bits transmitted in the s-th round is
By summing the number of bits transmitted over all rounds and normalizing by QN T = η 1 η 2 X 2 T , we obtain (7) .
